Peace talks to resume; Hanoi vows rejection of alterations in U.S. pact

Two black men were killed Thursday at Southern University in Baton Rouge, La. Monday following a clash with police after a student takeover of the building. At least one man had been shot.

U.S. urged to limit testing on humans

Campus deaths

Two black men lie dead in front of the administration building at Southern University in Baton Rouge, La. Monday following a clash with police after a student takeover of the building. At least one man had been shot.

The Taupene study in 1932 involved 480 blacks. At the beginning of the study, about 200 showed no signs of syphilis or any other communicable diseases. The subjects were divided equally among the three groups and were randomly assigned to the purposes of comparison with the 400 selected for the experiment.

Referred to judiciary

Racial incident probed

A University investigation of the killing, formerly considered the only fatality of the violent week, has not come to an end although the university has named an investigating committee.

The president of the university, Dr. A. C. L. Smith, said it is not the only fatality of the violent week, has not come to an end although the university has named an investigating committee.
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For PIRG directors

Mixup surrounds vote
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Woman heads UN

Madame Jeanne Marie Coua rapped a gavel high on the podium Wednesday — and made history.

The act officially signaled the first appearance in 25 years of a woman in the president of the UN Security Council.

Madame Coua was a member of a sister who became Namor's ambassador to the UN Nations three months ago and just elected to the Security Council post.

It came to be her as the alphabetical rotation system would be the council's 15 members in choosing presidents every month.

U.S., Cuba ready to talk

The United States and Cuba agreed Thursday to review previously unsuccessful negotiations aimed at halting the arms shipments to the Communist island.

The head of the Air Line Pilots Association predicted Wednesday in Washington that pilots would hold a worldwide work stoppage next year if security forces at airports have not been strengthened.

And the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations urged all financial aid to the prothesis.

This amounts, he said, to a half billion dollars a year.

Laird intends to resign

Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird, told Thursday that he intends to resign in January, but said he has not yet made any future plans.

Laird mentioned in his speech before the Associated Press Managing Editors' convention he had said several times previously that he planned to step down after the first of the year.

"In reply to a question, he said he definitely planned to quit. Laird said he plans to take a three-month vacation and won't decide on a future course until after that.

Farm subsidies cut eyed

The Nixon administration, alarmed by a record $34 billion in subsidies to farmers this year, hopes to trim those payments by as much as 25 percent.

Such a reduction, possibly by $1 billion in payments for cotton, wheat and livestock feed, would hold down the already-large gap in the Nixon budget for the fiscal year beginning July 1.

Congress seeks workers

These seeking the chance to work on Capitol Hill may get that with an Congress embarks on the most extensive recruitment drive in its history.

With the military manpower shortage in 30 years, the 92 new Democrats and 11 new senators' Congress has many job vacancies that have to be filled by the 93rd session starts in January.
UF drive surpasses '72 goal

By PHIL FRANK
The 1972 United Fund campaign in Michigan began Thursday with projected contributions of $10 million, or approximately 12 cents per capita over the goal raised last year, according to the United Way of Greater Lansing.

Baldwin, a Lansing lawyer, donated $500 and set the tone for the campaign.

"I feel a sense of responsibility to the state," Baldwin said.

The donation was the first of an estimated $2 million raised in the five-day campaign.

This year, 46 state and local leaders will benefit from the drive through these organizations: the Big Brothers of Lansing, Boys Clubs of Lansing, Salvation Army and the United Service Organizations.

The drive, managed by Midway Complex and the new Chairman of the 1972 Campaign, the Rev. Charles Bailey, explained the advantages of having one fund-raising drive for all agencies.

"There is much less money spent on advertising and one campaign is more efficient than one for each individual drive," he said.

The drive also called for 63 cents per dollar for each volunteer.

Baldwin and the 46 volunteers will be listed in the Lansing State Journal.

Before an audience of 500, Baldwin explained his position before a campaign.

"I have envisioned the United Way as an arm of the city of Lansing," Baldwin said.

Baldwin said that the United Way should give money to those who have asked for it.

Baldwin also expressed his appreciation for the United Way's hard work.

"I am grateful for the United Way's hard work," Baldwin said.

The United Way is a nonprofit organization that raises money for local charities.

In addition to the United Way, the drive raises money for the Salvation Army, Boys Clubs of Lansing, Big Brothers of Lansing and the United Service Organizations.
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Unfair rules prevail on student vehicles

The recommendation before the Board of Trustees to remove the Student Motor Vehicle Regulation should be approved to eliminate unreasonable restrictions on students. The changes will make the Student Motor Vehicle Regulation applicable to students only from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. All other times from, 9 p.m. to 7 a.m., students can enjoy the same privileges as the general public on campus. This means that students who do not drive or park on campus from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. will not be required to register their cars. Students who live on campus and park in on-campus lots during the day, however, still must register their cars.

While the end result of the proposed changes is good, some complications should be anticipated. For example, students who do not register their cars because they do not drive on campus during the day will be able to park inconspicuously in some spots, such as the library where they do not register. The reason those students are not required to register.

Our day during the campaign on Monday’s fees by Senator Frank Kelley, a line of public speaking was produced that was a little hard to know what was on his mind. He inability to make sense.

The story illustrates the failure of millions in the U.S. today. They are unable to communicate effectively with the students. As the result of the current experience, some teachers find that they must eliminate the conventional view of the student as being the passive recipient of knowledge. They should be able to explain, in some

Sign mixup costs $500

The $500 spent on the blue bike path signs which were relocated to Recreation areas and sidewalk paths is a big price to pay for a fair pass.

Support

The proposal nonprofit MSU Foundation is a major step toward an instrument for raising funds for the University. The Foundation’s organizational structure is being developed and deserves the full support of the University community.

The foundation must work closely with the Board of Trustees to pinpoint areas where gifts and grants are needed the most, so that the foundation’s assets will be utilized with maximum efficiency.

The State News welcomes letters to the Editor. Letters (no longer than 200 words) are double spaced. Letters should be signed and include hometown, student, faculty or employee affiliation, and local address. The State News reserves the right to publish letters that are representative of the views of its readers. The views expressed in the letter do not necessarily reflect the policies of the newspaper.

Election

Twenty-two months before the July 1, 1976, election, the Grand Traverse County Board of Commissioners is already busy promoting voter registration.

The county official in was held Aug. 7 at 9 a.m. by the Traverse County Commission at the Commission's administrative building in Downtown Traverse City. The commission is promoting the November election to be a county-wide issue. The commission is also aware that in order to win, the county must be proactive in voter registration.

The meeting on that day was held at the Traverse County Commission administrative building located at 823 River Street. Prior to the meeting, the commission was informed that it was not necessary to hold a meeting for the purpose of registering voters.

Labeled

To the Editor:

The board of the MSU newspaper, The State News, has a 49-year history of political and social activism. Letters to the Editor are a forum for the exchange of ideas, and the views expressed do not necessarily reflect the policies of the newspaper.

The Upfront Carl Ginsburg, a local activist, has written a letter to the Editor expressing concern about the lack of adequate representation of the LGBT+ community in the newspaper.

Bicycle

To the Editor:

I would like to express my feelings about people ripping off other people's bikes because it has really bugged me. My mom bought me a new bike last week and I was really excited. I was outside riding my bike when I noticed someone taking it. I was really upset and I called my mom.

I was really mad and I called the police. They came and took the bike and a couple of days later I got it back. I was really happy because I was able to ride my bike again.

I would like to say thanks to the police for being so helpful. I would also like to say thanks to my mom for buying me a new bike. I am really grateful.

Kicked out

To the Editor:

I was kicked out of the University of Michigan because I was caught stealing a bike. I had gone to the library to study for my exams and when I came back, my bike was missing. I immediately went to the police and reported it. The police said that they had found the bike and it was in my possession.

I went to the police station to get my bike and when I got there, I was told that I was kicked out of the University. I asked the police why I was kicked out and they said that I was caught stealing.

I was really upset and I went to the President of the University to try to get my case heard. The President said that I was kicked out because I was caught stealing and that I would not be allowed back on campus.

I was really disappointed and I didn't know what to do. I went back to the police station and asked them why I was kicked out. They said that I was kicked out because I was caught stealing.

I didn't know what to do and I ended up quitting school. I was really upset and I didn't know what to do.

The biker that stole my bike was never caught. I have tried to get my bike back but I haven't been successful. I am really disappointed and I don't know what to do.
Another Hometown Service from your Hometown Bank.

Our new easy-to-use, walk, electronically controlled Prepay-Visa banking system handles your banking business in a matter of seconds and speeds you on your way.

We have just installed two new units at our Red Cedar at Trowbridge branch. Deeply spruced at!

Another Hometown Service from East Lansing State Bank.

Your hometown bank. Now with Trust Services. Member F.D.I.C.

MINOLTA DEMONSTRATION

Meet Arthur Pereira Minolta factory representative at LEONARDS Sat. Nov 18th 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Art will answer your questions about the entire Minolta System. All demonstrations and sales are invited to take advantage of LEONARD's low, low price.

1 Minolta SRT 101 35 mm SLR reflex camera P/7.5 F0.95 Lens 11/0 Salesprice $168.97

2 135 mm F2.8 Rokkor telephoto lens with case for $175.00 Salesprice 129.95

3 50 mm F 2.8 Minolta Rokkor lens with case for $225.00 Salesprice 164.98

The Best Sound System for $500

KENWOOD

KR-4140 - 80 Watt AM/FM Stereo Receiver delivering a powerful 2400w RMS per channel. All P.E.T. front panel provides matched performance and 12" three way speakers with 5" midrange and 1" dome tweeter. Complete system for the fine Fisher electronic sound changer 402 with Polk standing magnetic cartridge designed equalizing contour. Optional powered subwoofer and twenty one watt built-in including Biscuit and Distri Cover $77.00.
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By ANN STARK

Thanksgiving, which is the time of the year when we American Indians and our forefathers gave thanks to the Great Spirit for the end of the autumn harvest, is the time for giving. "Giving" is the key word for the Thanksgiving holiday.

"Giving" is the key word for the Thanksgiving holiday. This is the time when we give thanks for what we have. We give thanks for our food, our family, our friends, and our country. We give thanks for the opportunities we have been given.

This is the time when we give thanks for what we have. We give thanks for our food, our family, our friends, and our country. We give thanks for the opportunities we have been given.

There are many ways to show our gratitude. We can give our time, our talents, or our money. We can volunteer at a local charity, donate money to a cause, or simply spend time with someone who needs it.

The most important thing is that we do something. We cannot show our gratitude by sitting back and thinking about it. We must do something to make a difference.

So let us all take this opportunity to give. Let us give our time, our talents, or our money. Let us give to those who need it. And let us remember to give every day of the year.

Thanksgiving is a time to give. Let us all make a difference this year.

ANN STARK

November 22, 2023
Parking attendant--a hard lot

By MICHAEL FOX

Steve Rawley in his role as a parking lot enforcer has tickets
about 30 miles a day to pass out. Michigan State Univer-

sity, Lansing, MI, studied the Grand River Valley

Region between Campus Boulevard and Grand River

Avenue, across Berkey Hall.

Friendly and unassuming, Rawley offers a start

of parking and small talk for drivers of about 220 cars

that pass in this lot each

day.

I wish a good day to

Parkway, Lansing.

Michigan State

University.

BOOKSTORE

BIBLIOGRAPHIES

of

Periodicals.
Women select trustee to fill Duffy's brogues

By MAUREEN MCDONALD

State News Staff Writer

Hoping for a bit of luck, the MSU Women, newsletter of Associated Women Students, announced Monday the candidacy of Cariggins, associate editor of the Spartan, for the vacant position as "Leprechaun of the Big Ten."

Cariggins said she considers the reelection of head football coach at MSU an honor, but declined to consider herself for the post.

"In very much interested in sports, I plan to stay with the line-up," she said, adding that she would not make a good coach. Cariggins said she supports the decision of the board of the board for the position of Assistant Women's Athletic Director, in relation with the press and expertise in MSU football.

A very optimistic point of view, Cariggins said her largest problem with being a woman coach would come in the form of a male-dominated commission. Among the problems she could face are: "How do I get my message across?" the real difficulty. If the board of women's athletic directors is not interested in the addition of a woman coach, then the problem is more serious.

"I don't think the opportunities are adequate," Cariggins said. "The opportunities are adequate if we are a woman coach."

There is no room in the women's athletic director, Cariggins said, for the position of Assistant Women's Athletic Director, to be filled. The position is open only to those who can fit into a male-dominated athletic commission. Cariggins said the Women's Athletic Directorship is the only position that can be filled by a woman coach.

In the past, women have been discouraged from becoming Assistant Women's Athletic Directors for the men's athletic department. Cariggins said she hopes to change that attitude.

If Cariggins were to be elected, she would be the first woman to occupy the position in the history of MSU women's athletics. She is the first woman to be considered for the position, and the first woman to be elected for the position, according to Cariggins.

Cariggins said she would like to see a resolution in the form of a letter from the board of women's athletic directors that will allow her to take on the position of Assistant Women's Athletic Director. She would like to see a letter that would allow her to take on the position of Assistant Women's Athletic Director.

She will make the decision of the board of Women's Athletic Directors for the position of Assistant Women's Athletic Director, the only position that can be filled by a woman coach.
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BOO-HOO BOP, DIG IT?

Valiants play '50s hits

By MARK SAUER

Providing rock and roll nostalgia from the '50s is how the Valiants make their way into MSU's Student Union. The Valiants are an oldies band that was originally formed in Dearborn, Michigan, and is currently based in Toronto, Canada. The band has been performing together for over a decade and is known for their energetic and lively performances.

The Valiants' show in the Student Union will feature hits from the '50s and '60s, including classics such as "Love Potion No. 9," "Be My Baby," and "Calendar Girl." The band is known for their vibrant stage presence and their ability to engage with the audience, making their shows a hit with fans of all ages.

Tickets for the Valiants' show are available at the MSU Union Box Office, online at MSU Ticketmaster, or by phone at 402-5070. Prices start at $11.20, with discounts available for students and seniors.

The Valiants' show is just one of many events happening at MSU this semester. From concerts and lectures to sports and cultural events, there's something for everyone at MSU. So come out and join in the fun this semester!
Album simple, but satisfying

By STEVE ALLEN
State News-Press

When you talk about "110 in the Sun" by Jesse Winchester, Saratoga
State News Presses, you know you're talking about a significant music
work. It has been released, to date, only in Europe, but it is
expected to be released in the United States soon.

The album is a collection of songs that Jesse Winchester has
written over the past several years. It features some of his best
songs, including "I Never Promised You a Rose Garden," "Midnight
Train to Georgia," and "It's Too Late to Stop Now." The album
contains a mix of folk, rock, and country music, and it is
considered to be one of Winchester's most important works.

Winchester is a highly regarded singer-songwriter who has
been active in the music industry for many years. He has
released numerous albums and has worked with a number of
distinguished musicians, including Bob Dylan and Johnny
Cash. Winchester's music is known for its depth and
nuance, and it has resonated with audiences around the
world.

Winchester's work has been praised for its honest
expression of emotion and its ability to
connect with listeners. The "110 in the Sun" album
is a testament to his talent and offers a
glimpse into the musical mind of this
accomplished artist.

KRESGE CENTER

Profs to display art

The Union of the American Artists has
announced that it will be hosting an
exhibition of works by professors from
the university. The exhibition will take
place at the Kresge Center and will
feature a variety of mediums, including
painting, sculpture, and photography.

The organizers of the exhibition have
selected works that showcase the
diverse talents of the professors, and
the exhibition is expected to attract a
large audience.

The exhibition will run from October
1st to November 30th and will be open
to the public. Visitors are encouraged to
come and see the works on display and
to engage in conversation with the
dedicated professors who will be
presenting their art.
Hanoi vows to reject altered U.S. pact

Governor appraises flood affects

Blind learn to adjust to campus lifestyle

Continue A Tradition . . . Bring Your Family Out For THANKSGIVING DINNER at the Prêtzel Bell

And now a word about New Extra Crispy Chicken from Kentucky Fried Chicken
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the objections to the agreement outlined by Thong, some of Thong’s demands aimed to ensure substantial changes in the final agreement.

Point 1: Thong’s agreement would be utterly absurd and I would be bound to leave harem back in the house for agreement by failing to restate the current provisions in advance of failure to make the agreement applicable to Laos and Cambodia.

Le Rally stated that the Park talks are not supposed to divide Laos and Cambodia, or create a situation which would be a "merger of any peace plan," must be a withdrawal of North Vietnamese troops from Vietnam and Cambodia.

The draft agreement does not contain any explicit provision for such a withdrawal, but would leave Vietnam forces of both sides in the phenomenon of the "cease-fire" and appear to have a provision for detecting signatures while stepping up the implementation of the agreement, but was bound to be considered to be a violation of the "cease-fire.

South Vietnam.
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almost none of which will be able to be recovered through insurance.

Resident of Benbow County, hurried for the huge waves which left some homes filled with three feet of water which brought him the message to evacuate the area.

The Viet Cong delegation, Nguyen Thi Dung, who heads the left side of Thong’s objections to the agreement in order to have a pretext for delaying signature while stepping up the implementation will be up by both sides of the "cease-fire" and appear to have a provision for detecting signatures while stepping up the implementation of the agreement, but was bound to be considered to be a violation of the "cease-fire.

In Bay County, a team of County Inspectors field, and reported some flooded homes. According to Bob Becker, director of Civil Defense for Bay County, substantial damage was reported to the homes which were reported to be flooded with water up to the living room and bedrooms.
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Spartans strive to end Gopher 'iinx'

By Lee Barlow

prognosis, the American League batting races are up to George Scott of the Brewers at first base; Doug Griffin, Red Sox, second base; Ed Yost, Royals, third; Paul Blair, Orioles, shortstop; Don Mincher, Twins, second; and Sam Spahn, Angels, the outstanding; Carlton Fisk, Red Sox, catcher; and Jim Ream, Twins, pitcher.

Closest was the National League, in which Ralph Kiner, Pirates, leads; Felix Millan, Dodgers, second; Don Drysdale, Los Angeles Dodgers, in the outfield; Johnny Bench, Reds, catchers; and Bob Giffin, Cardinals, pitcher.
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Icers meet Minnesota, continue long road trip

By STEVE STEIN
State News Bureau Writer

Playing on the road is never an advantageous position for any team. However, MSU's hockey team plans to stay in first place games by day three from start to finish. Demonstration Hall, will enthusiastically entice those in the third leg of its four-week road swing when the Spartans take on the Gophers tonight and Saturday night in Minneapolis.

The Spartans begin the weekend series for first place in the Western Collegiate Hockey Assn. (WCHA) and play their third consecutive game against Minnesota. Saturday night marks the fourth time this season the two teams have met in the annual Classic of Champions. The series, which was initiated in 1952, features two top teams from the top two teams in the WCHA. Saturday night will find the teams meeting for the first time in the year.

In the Gophers' last trip to East Lansing, MSU's defense held the Gophers to three goals, and MSU won, 7-3. MSU, currently second in the league, will be hoping for another decisive victory over the Gophers, who are in third place.

This weekend will prove to be a crucial one for both teams. With the Gophers leading the league, the outcome of each game is essential for the Spartans to keep pace.
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Green-white game for Sat.

By LINDA DRIEGER
State News Sports Writer

Most students will get their first chance to see the University of Kentucky football team in action on the road when it faces Tennessee at 2 p.m. Saturday in the Cumberland Bowl Stadium. Kentucky and Tennessee are the only two universities in the SEC that have never played each other in football.

"We have a hard time trying to find home games this week," said UK Coach Frank Hason, "so we have to travel to Tennessee.

The game will be a test for both teams, but it will be especially tough for UK, which has lost its last two games.

Tennessee, on the other hand, is coming off a blowout win over Arkansas last week and is looking to get back in the SEC race.

Despite the challenges, Hason said he is looking forward to the game.

"I know our players are excited about the opportunity to play in a new stadium and face a top team," he said. "It will be a great challenge for us.

The game will also be a key test for UK's offense, which has struggled in recent weeks.

"We need to improve our offense if we want to have a chance to win," Hason said. "Our players are working hard to get better, and I'm confident we can do it.

Tennessee's defense is also a concern, with the Volunteers allowing just 15 points per game.

"We have to be prepared for a tough defense," Hason said. "They have some really talented players, and we need to be ready for anything.

The game is expected to be a close one, with both teams looking to get their first SEC victory of the season.

"It's going to be a hard-fought game," Hason said. "But our players are excited and ready to go."
U.S. urged to limit testing on humans

The resolution, authored by Representative Ninth. Mike Michaud. New Hampshire, New Mexico, and Texas, urges the federal government to adopt new guidelines for the use of animal testing in human health research. The resolution, which has been introduced in both the House and Senate, is expected to be voted on in the near future.

Mixup surrounds PIRGM election

The race for PIRGM president is heating up, as candidates are vying for the top spot. The election, scheduled for this weekend, has been marred by mixups and confusion, leading to a call for a recount.

The Black Sisters of Salvation, Inc., a campus organization, has announced its support for the incumbent, PIRGM President Emily Gonzales. The group, which has a long history of advocacy for marginalized communities, has called on the election committee to ensure a fair and transparent process.

The American Association of University Professors (AAUP) has also endorsed Gonzales, expressing concern over the recent mixup in the election process. The AAUP has urged the election committee to take necessary steps to ensure the integrity of the election.

The College Republicans, a campus political group, have issued a statement declaring their support for PIRGM candidate John Smith, who they believe is the most qualified candidate for the position. The group has called on the election committee to impartially administer the election.

The Michigan State University Student Senate has also voiced its support for Gonzales, expressing confidence in her leadership and commitment to the campus community.
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